Appendix A: Primer to Systems Thinking and Systems Mapping Provided to Study Participants
as Optional Take Home Material

Introduction to Systems Thinking and System Mapping

This is a resource to overview what systems thinking means and
how we can use system mapping to better understand the
complex factors that influence health and wellness.
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1. Introduction to Systems Thinking
We live in a complex world and staying healthy is a complex task.
There are lots of different things, or factors, that influence
someone’s overall health and wellness. These factors are often
related to each other, and those relationships change over time in
unexpected ways. Further, the ways in which they may be related or
change over time may be different for different people. For these
reasons, it is often difficult to understand how and why someone
may do certain things, practice certain habits, or experience certain
patterns in their health.
Systems thinking is an approach that aims to sort out these complex
relationships, and better understand how and why things happen. A
good metaphor for systems thinking is an iceberg.
Only the top of an iceberg may be visible above the waterline.
Although this is the part that we actually “see,” it is actually only a
very small part of the full iceberg. We can’t really understand the
depth or shape of the iceberg without diving underwater to see the
full picture.

We can think about health outcomes or events
in a similar way. We often focus on single
outcomes or events that we observe, measure,
or report in the doctor’s office. (This is the tip
of the iceberg). However, staying healthy
requires us to do things both to manage
prevent diseases (exercising, eating healthfully,
etc.) and manage diseases (taking medications,
monitoring or measuring health outcomes at
home, etc.). In order to understand why an
outcome or event happened, we need to look
‘below the waterline’ to understand what other factors that
contributed and how, the relationships between those factors, and the
underlying beliefs that individuals, their friends and family, and their
care providers may have. We can break those out into three levels of
understanding that are all below the waterline: Patterns of Behavior,
System Structure, and Goals & Values.
The iceberg image is work by Uwe Kils
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We can make those levels more specific to health and wellness.
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An important tool for systems thinking, and specifically to dive below
the waterline, is drawing picture. We use simple graphs called ‘behavior
over time graphs’ to think about how and why events happen by
drawing the patterns or changes in other factors.
We can use these graphs to describe the main problem that we care
about, as well as all of the related trends.
Here is an example of different behavior of time graphs.

Once we have drawn graphs of the main problem we care about, and
the related trends that we believe are most important, we can use
those graphs to put all that information together in one drawing. This
drawing is called a system map, and it helps us to understand how each
trend is related to other trends, as well as the main problem we are
trying to solve. We will walk through each of these steps in an example.

2. An Example of Using Systems Thinking: Betty and Jan’s
New Year’s Resolution
Let’s work through an example of systems thinking. The example will
show how we can use systems thinking to better understand the
complexity of a seemingly simple behavior for staying healthy: daily
exercise. We will also show how taking the time to dive below the
waterline can reveal opportunities to better support and health people
achieve their best possible health and wellness.
The Shared Resolution: A Daily Step Goal of 10,000 Steps
Consider two characters: Betty and Jan are both 74-year-old women
who have been friends for a long time. They live in the same town and
often meet for lunch to catch up on each other’s lives.
As the new year approaches, Betty and Jan have been discussing their
New Year’s Resolution for the upcoming year. They both agree that
they would like to exercise more. Specifically, they both aim to walk
10,000 steps each day. They decide that they will both undertake this
‘daily step goal’ as their New Year’s Resolution.
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Different Outcomes of the Same Resolution
Fast-forward to June: Betty is consistently walking 10,000 steps every
day, but Jan is not walking at all.
Both Betty and Jan wanted to keep this resolution. What happened,
and why? Let’s work through the iceberg metaphor to try to
understand. Here, the tip of the iceberg is the event or outcome that
we observe in June, six months after setting the resolution.
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At that moment in time, Betty has been able to keep up with her
resolution and is walking daily, but Jan has not.
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Behavior Over Time Graphs
Let’s move below the waterline to see why there were different
outcomes of the same resolution. Our main question now is, what
happened?
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This is where we start to use behavior over time graphs. We can first
look back to see how daily steps have changed in the months leading
up to June.

This graph shows us that not only were the outcomes at 6 months
different, but Betty and Jan had very different experiences that led up
to that outcome, in terms of their daily steps between December and
June.

Related Trends
We can continue to move down the iceberg to ask, what other trends
are related? When we think about related trends, there are no right or
wrong answers.
Usually, we focus on nouns (e.g., people, places, things, ideas, etc.) and
something that can increase or decrease over time. These factors do
not need to have a formal scale, and they can be causes or
consequences of the problem we are trying to understand.
Betty and Jan’s daily steps may have been related to how feasible they
believed the daily step goal of 10,000 steps felt, their level of physical
fitness, muscle soreness, or arthritis pain (knee pain, for example). Let’s
think through these related trends for Betty, first.

Recall that this is how Betty’s daily steps looked over time. In general,
she walked between 8,000 and 10,000 steps most days since setting her
resolutions.

Here are her
related trends. We can make notes to explain the related trends and
why we draw them the way we do.

Other trends may include the time she spent with friends while walking,
energy throughout the day, and how much she enjoyed walking.

Here is how it all looks together:

And, here is a story we could gather from these trends:

Now, let’s think through the same trends for Jan. Recall that this is how
Jan’s daily steps looked over time. She started out strong, but her daily
walking fell by March, and she although it looks like she tried to
increase her daily steps, she was not able to do so.

Here are her related trends:

Here is the story we might be able to tell, based on these trends.

System Maps
Let’s move even farther below the waterline. Our main question now is,
why did those trends happen?
To understand why, we are going to put together these trends as part
of a larger “system” by drawing a ‘map’ of the trends to understand
how they are related.
A system is a set of interconnected factors that interact to produce an
effect that is greater or different than any one of its parts. This is called
‘system-mapping,’ and it is a way to sort out these complex
relationships and better understand how and why things occur. For this
part, we will combine what we know about Betty and Jan’s experiences
with their resolutions.

We start with our factors, or trends; these are the things that that can
go up or down. We can start with any factor. Here, we will start with
the number of days achieving the step goal, since this is an outcome we
really care about. We can also add another important related trend, the
perceived feasibility of the goal.
Perceived feasibility
of step goal

Number of days
achieving "step goal"

We will draw arrows that connect them. We label the arrows with a “+”
because the variables are moving in the same direction. An increase in
one results in an increase in another. Here, the more that someone
achieves their daily step goal, the more feasible they will believe that
goal to be for them.
+

Number of days
achieving "step goal"

Perceived feasibility
of step goal

Continuing the story, the more feasible that a goal feels, the more likely
someone may be to achieve it. To show this, we draw another “+”
arrow back from the “perceived feasibility of step goal” factor to the
“number of days achieving the step goal” factor.

+

Perceived feasibility
of step goal

Number of days
achieving "step goal"

+

Notice here that we just created a closed, circular path. These circular
paths create what we call reinforcing loops, where change in one
variable add to the previous changes and keep the change going in the
same direction. You can think of it as a ‘snowballing’ effect. Here, we
started with an increase in the number of days achieving a step goal,
which increased the perceived feasibility of that goal and came back
around again to increase the number of days the goal was achieved.
We indicate that this is a reinforcing loop with an “R” on the map. We
can label it to describe what is happening.
+
R

Number of days
achieving "step goal"

Loop: "Building
self-efficacy"

Perceived feasibility
of step goal

+

Let’s add another trend that we know was important: muscle soreness.

Muscle
soreness

+
R

Number of days
achieving "step goal"

Loop: "Building
self-efficacy"

Perceived feasibility
of step goal

+

As Betty and Jan started walking, they experienced more muscle
soreness, so we draw another “+” arrow.
+

Muscle
soreness

+
R

Number of days
achieving "step goal"

Loop: "Building
self-efficacy"

Perceived feasibility
of step goal

+

That soreness made the thought of going for a walk less desirable, so
we draw an arrow and label it with a “-” to indicate that these factors

move in opposite direction. An increase in one causes a decrease in the
other.

+

Muscle
soreness

+
R

-

Number of days
achieving "step goal"

Desire to go for
a walk

Loop: "Building
self-efficacy"

Perceived feasibility
of step goal

+

Let’s consider how desire to go for a walk is related to the number of
days achieving a step goal. If walking is more desirable, someone may
be more likely to do it. So, we use a “+” arrow to connect these factors.

+

Muscle
soreness

+
R

-

Number of days
achieving "step goal"

Desire to go for
a walk

Loop: "Building
self-efficacy"
+

+

Perceived feasibility
of step goal

We just created another closed, circular path. But this one has a “-”
inside of it. This is an example of a balancing loop. Balancing loops
result when a change in one factor produces change in another variable
in an opposite direction that ultimately limiting any further changes.
You can think of this like a ‘thermostat’ effect. Here, an increase in days
meeting the step goal increased muscle soreness, which in turn
decreased the desire to go for a walk and likelihood of walking the next
day.
We indicate that this is a balancing loop with an “B” on the map. We
can label it to describe what is happening. Here, we call this “Post-walk
soreness.”

+

Muscle
soreness
-

+
R

B

Loop: ""Post-walk
soreness"

Desire to go for
a walk

Number of days
achieving "step goal"

Loop: "Building
self-efficacy"

Perceived feasibility
of step goal

+
+

A simple rule for determining if a loop is reinforcing or balancing is to
count the number of “-’s”. Zero or even number of -’s = reinforcing
loop. An odd number of -’s = balancing loop.
Understanding feedback loops is important because it explains why
certain trends might happen. For example, if there are a lot of
reinforcing loops, we might expect to see trends in our system that are

increasing or decreasing very quickly. If there are more balancing loops,
we might expect to see more examples of trends that start to change in
one direction, but then that change slows down or is even stops all
together. Most systems have a mix of reinforcing and balancing loops.

Another important thing we can show on our maps are time delays, or
relationships between two factors that may play out over time versus
immediately.
Consider physical fitness. As daily walking increases, physical fitness will
increase.
Physical
fitness
+
+

Muscle
soreness
-

+
R

B

Loop: ""Post-walk
soreness"

Desire to go for
a walk

Number of days
achieving "step goal"

Loop: "Building
self-efficacy"
+

+

Perceived feasibility
of step goal

But, this effect might take a few weeks or even months to happen. We
can mark delayed effects on the map using a tick mark as shown in this
map.
Physical
fitness
+
+

Muscle
soreness
-

+
R

B

Loop: ""Post-walk
soreness"

Desire to go for
a walk

Number of days
achieving "step goal"

Loop: "Building
self-efficacy"

Perceived feasibility
of step goal

+
+

We can close this loop by drawing an arrow between physical fitness
and soreness; this is a “-“ arrow because as fitness increase, muscle
soreness goes away.

Physical
fitness
+
+

Muscle
soreness
-

+
R

B

Loop: ""Post-walk
soreness"

Desire to go for
a walk

Number of days
achieving "step goal"

Loop: "Building
self-efficacy"

Perceived feasibility
of step goal

+
+

We can also draw an arrow from physical fitness to desire to go for a
walk. This is a “+” arrow because walking may become more enjoyable
as fitness increases. This creates another reinforcing loop, which we can
label as “Getting in Shape.”

When we add the rest of the trends that we know were important to
Betty and Jan, including knee pain, and other factors like walking
buddies or cold weather, we can start to understand why this New
Year’s Resolution was actually quite complicated.
Here is a full system map:
Cold weather

+

+

Arthritic knee
pain

Physical
fitness

-

+

R

B

+

Loop: ""Getting in
shape"

Loop: ""Arthritis
flare"

+

+

-

Muscle
soreness
B
-

Enjoyment of
walking

Loop: ""Post-walk
soreness"

Daily steps (on
average, over the last
week)

+

Walking
buddies

R

Loop: "Building
self-efficacy"

Perceived feasibility
of step goal

+

Desire to go for +
+
walk

Discouragement

-

+

Daily "step
goal"

-

Difference between
daily steps and "step
goal"

-

Improving System Maps with New Information
This map could also be expanded to include aspects of their
environment or other pieces of context that different people may bring
to this goal. For example, if Betty and Jan lived in very different places
(in a city versus in the countryside, for example) that impacted how
much they walked at baseline, we could include their this on the map.
We can also revise the maps as we learn more from people about their
experiences with the same events or outcomes. Consider, for example,
we met another person, Joe, who also wanted to walk 10,000 steps.

Here is his story:

We can add his experience into the map by drawing the relationship
between the step goal, the difference between that goal and reality,
and how it may impact on emotions (discouragement) and how feasible
the goal may feel.

The revised map is below:

Cold weather

+

+

Arthritic knee
pain

Physical
fitness

-

+

R

B

+

Loop: ""Getting in
shape"

Loop: ""Arthritis
flare"

+

+

-

Muscle
soreness
B
-

Enjoyment of
walking

Loop: ""Post-walk
soreness"

Daily steps (on
average, over the last
week)

+

Walking
buddies

R

Loop: "Building
self-efficacy"

Perceived feasibility
of step goal

+

Desire to go for +
+
walk

Discouragement

-

+

Daily "step
goal"

-

Difference between
daily steps and "step
goal"

-

3. How we can use systems thinking and system maps to
better support patients achieving health and wellness
We can use systems thinking, and specifically our new system map, to
really see the full ‘iceberg’ that represents a person’s experience with
their health, including the actions, behaviors, or habits that are often
important for staying healthy but difficult to do.
As researchers, the system maps help us to understand how, and
importantly, why different people may have different experiences. We
can use these maps to explore and model different pieces and parts of
the system.
As care providers, the system maps also show us where we can
intervene to help.
For Betty, for example, we can use this map to see that we could better
support her by identifying walking buddies sooner or helping her to
acquire cold weather gear to stay warm. For Jan, we can see that we
need to provide her with exercises and pain relief to avoid knee pain.
Finally, for Joe, we can see that we need to adjust his starting step goal
so it is more attainable and he does not get discouraged and quit.

The most important part for drawing system maps that are realistic and
helpful for improving the way we offer medical care and support
patients is to ensure that patients, providers, and caregivers can share
their experiences, including all of the related factors, their patterns, and
how goals and values affect what happens. It is only possible to dive
below the waterline with all of these perspectives. It is also important
that maps are revised so that they reflect new experiences and possible
solutions for the complexity of staying healthy.

Questions?
Please email: anna_kahkoska@med.unc.edu
Thank you for participating in the CGM Older Adult
Stakeholder Mapping Workshop!
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Appendix B: Sample Group Model Building Workshop Packet

Workshop Packet

Group Number _____

Participant Number _____

Activity #1: Warmup Exercise
Write down what you see as 3 most important things contributing to a
positive experience for older adults when starting to use a CGM device to
monitor blood sugar levels.
1.

2.

3.

Write down three things about using CGM that you think may be the
most challenging parts for older adults.
1.

2.

3.

Group Number _____

Participant Number _____

Activity #2: Drawing CGM Use Patterns and Related Trends
What Kinds of Trends?
•
•
•
•
•

There are no right or wrong answers
Usually nouns (people, places, things, ideas, etc)
Something that may increase or decrease over time
Doesn’t need to have a formal scale
Can be consequences of causes of the “problem”

Ideas for Trends:
Blood sugar outcomes:
-

Episodes of low blood sugar
Episodes of severe low blood sugar
Episodes of high blood sugar
Time spent with high blood sugar
Hypoglycemia unawareness
HbA1c

Attitudes around blood sugar:
-

Fear of low blood sugar
Comfort with high blood sugar
Self-confidence

Well-being outcomes:
-

Satisfaction with glucose monitoring
Diabetes distress
Quality of life
Anxiety
Stress

Physical function or health:
-

Fatigue
Quality of sleep

CGM-specific experiences:
-

Sensor, transmitter, receiver problems
Painful to wear

-

Inaccurate CGM readings or distrust in
CGM readings
Cost of supplies
Challenges learning how to use new
technology
Frustration with learning how to use
new technology
Time spent learning new technology
Ability to understand blood sugar
readings and trends from CGM
Value or usefulness of CGM
Increased blood sugar readings to share
Alarms and alerts

Group Number _____

Participant Number _____

2A: Which of these graphs most closely represents your own experience with CGM
over the first six months?

Your answer: __________________________________

Now, use the next two pages to draw your own CGM use pattern over the first six
months. (You should draw the same graph twice, we will need two copies).

Group Number _____

Participant Number _____

My CGM Use (Graph 1)

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

Months
2B: What are three emotions that you felt in the first six months?
Add your emotions to the graph legend.
꙱ Emotion #1: ________________________
꙱ Emotion #2: ________________________
꙱ Emotion #3: ________________________

Then, draw a graph of those emotions over the first six months of using CGM.
Finally, mark and label three important events in the timeline that shaped your
story.

6

Group Number _____

Participant Number _____

My CGM Use (Graph 2)

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Months
2C: We know different people find different benefits or values from using CGM.
What are the three things that YOU value most about CGM? Use your second
graph.
Add those benefits to the graph legend.
꙱ Benefit #1: ________________________
꙱ Benefit #2: ________________________
꙱ Benefit #3: ________________________
Then, draw a graph of how those benefits looked over the first six months.
Finally, mark and label three important events in the timeline that shaped your
story.

Group Number _____

Participant Number _____

Optional (and we will discuss): Since the first six months when you think about what has really
shaped the experience, what are three things that you think are shaping your experience?

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

Group Number _____

Participant Number _____

Final Reflections
1. During the workshop today, how comfortable did you feel to share all of your
experiences and thoughts surrounding CGM use for older adults?
Not
comfortable
at all

1

Somewhat
comfortable

2

3

Very
comfortable

4

5

Please explain why you felt this way:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

2. Is there anything that you did not feel comfortable sharing with the group
that you would like to share privately with the research team?
☐ No
☐ Yes
If yes, please feel free to share here:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Group Number _____

Participant Number _____

3. What did you like about the workshop?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

4. What did you not like about the workshop? Please provide suggestions for
ways to improve the workshop.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Are you interested in seeing the final system maps that the research team creates
based on the full series of workshops? You would be invited to give your feedback
on the maps to the research team.
☐ Yes, please email me: ____________________________
☐ No

Thank you!

